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Research collaboration on OH


Goal: Empirical study of OH development dynamics, involving public institutions,
companies, and community projects within and beyond CERN.



Research work:





OH community survey (2016);



Quantitative methods (2017 – ongoing): mailing-list, repository, and
economic analysis of OH projects;



Qualitative methods (2017 – ongoing): inteviews, licensing, literature
review and documentary analysis.

Research output:


Published survey analysis (Jun. 2017)



Study of WR for validation of research results (Jan. 2018)



Open Science Monitor, European commission (Aug. 2018)



Papers: 4S, IFRIS congress, and ICIS2018, San Francisco



Source: https://www.ohwr.org/projects/43/wiki/oh-wr-case

CERN Open Hardware Repository analysis

CERN WR-dev mailing-list

Participation in the ML
ML activity

Patterns of interaction

Most active threads

Common Value Creation (business models) for OH


Design-based



Manufacturing-based



Know-how-based



Product service systems



Standardise & leverage



Platform model



Development tool / standard provider

OH Business Models & CERN Contribution to Value Creation
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VALUE
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Common OH issues:
potential blockchain-based solutions?



Investment for (initial) OH R&D&I is hard to secure:

Smart contracts could enable remuneration & reputational gains for
contributors, forked projects and/or significant debugging, incremental feature
and documentation contributors --- initial contributor would define smart
contract conditions through templates we could prepare



Enforcement of OH licenses: very difficult to detect infringements

Enforcement of certain licensing conditions could be made automatic through
smart contracts



Monitoring the tech dissemination trajectories

Blockchain could enable automatic, real-time dissemination mapping to
demonstrate the adoption of our projects to funders



Reliability of OH designs + documentation

Blockchain could render designers identifiable and accountable, hence
enabling improved quality control & validation

Open Source Innovation Model


The private-collective model of innovation occurs when public goods are
produced through private funding (von Hippel and von Krogh, 2003)



It assumes that innovators that invest in the creation of the public good
benefit more than others not participating and derive alternative economic
benefits gained through the process of creating this good.

•

Application in open hardware case: From assumptions to
conditions:

• Private-collective model appears if :
I. Innovation diffusion benefits > innovation loss of profit for revealing
II. Process benefits obtained by contributors > free-riders benefits

How can a private-collective model of innovation
function in open source hardware?
What mechanisms emerge to motivate the
contributions of for-profit firms?

?

White Rabbit Supply
Mechanisms
SUPPLY
 Government sponsorship & CERN
procurement for first providers to join
 Grandfathering and upgrade of technical
skills by suppliers

DEMAND
 Standardization process for accelerating
technology awareness and market
adoption in diverse business domains

 Branding and marketing benefits
 Compromise between open & proprietary
hardware for peripheral products

Governance
New legal framework: Creation of Open Hardware License
Common tools and protocols for large-scale R&D collaborations

White Rabbit Supply
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White Rabbit Suppliers
Suppliers involved in R&D of White Rabbit
New suppliers
not involved in R&D of
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Time

Future Developments




Further questions:


What makes WR different from other open source hardware?



Business models:


Do other open source hardware developments follow the same pattern



Which commercial services are (or will be soon) provided based on WR?

Further work:


Advance the qualitative and quantitative analysis:


Economics of OH development



Trajectory interviews and mailng-list “topic modeling”



Complete OH repository analysis



Run ‘diff’ and analyze existent OH licenses



Final research report to help create funding opportunities for OH projects



Our wiki: https://www.ohwr.org/projects/43/wiki/oh-wr-case
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